
Conditions and wishes for adopting horses from Vires Animaliae 

Horses must have access to a Natural habitat, and remain on feet without horseshoes: Information 

can always be requested from Arno Gouw or Renske Bos, who know everything about natural 

handling, natural trimming and natural habitat horses. 

Natural training:  We prefer the most natural way possible of working with horses, like bitless riding, 

barefoot and no use of whips and spurs. You can always ask Monique Ros ore Arno Gouw for advice 

on how to do natural training with the horse. 

Horses must be in the meadow with at least 1 other horse for company. 

We ask that the horses that are adopted from Vires Animaliae are not to be sold without first 

consultating the foundation.  

We hope that an employee of Vires Animaliae will have permission from you to come once a year to 

see how the adopted horse is getting on. 

Transport is done with Bevetra Horstransport Worldwide by Piet and Alina Beerda, costs for 

transport are to be covered by the adopter of the horse. Piet Beerda should be asked for the costs. 

Costs for adoption horses will be agreed upon: A deposit payment of € 350,- amount to be 

determined, in the case of adoptive horses.  

and / or a determined amount of monthly donations made to the account of Vires Animaliae, with an 

automatic authorization from your bank acounth. 

The passports are only requested when the adoption is complete, and this process can take about 10 

weeks, costs are also to be covered by the adopter, about €60, - including a meeting with a vet to 

check the horse. 

The horses can only be transported between March and August, because they need time to get used 

to the climate in a colder country than Portugal. 

For Roos and Stunner: Mother and son stay together for at least another year. 

We have drawn up these rules to ensure the safety of the animals, and we wish them a loving home. 

If you are serious about adoption of one of the horses, we will send you a contract where everything 

else is clearly defined. 

Only serious requests are processed. 

For more information, send us an email 

info@vires-animaliae.com 

Warm greeting from the shelter animals and Team Vires Animaliae 


